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friends found.

THE WEATHER MAN WAS FAIR ENOUGH
I t Looks Like the Closest Meet Ever Held Here
G A L L A T IN L E A D S F IE L D T O N I G H T b o y s 7 d e c l a m
m e e t ; a f t e r IN IT IA L D A Y O F T H E M EET!
IS PULLED 0FF

GOV. STEWART
star ts

HEAD OF THE STATE FIRES THE
FIR8T GUN OF THE
FIRST RACE.

THESE MEN QUALIFIED TO

ALSO A BOZEMAN BOY IS IN THE
LEAD FOR INDIVIDUAL
CHAMPIONSHIP.

E OF Tl

HIGH SCHOOL MEN SPEAK FOR
THE DECLAMATION CHAM
PIONSHIP OF STATE.

DECISION

SPEAKS TO THE CROWD

ONE RECORD SMASHED

TOMORROW

WIN FRIDAY

Judges Will Withold the Winners
Until the Jolly-up
Howard Breaks High Jump Limit—
Night.
Missoula and Great Falls,
Second and Third.
MANY GOOD RACES PROMISED
WITH GALLATIN AHEAD AND SEV
The boys’ declamatory contest last
"There Is often more glory in de
BECAUSE OF FAST MEN IN
ERAL OTHER TEAMS CLAIMING
night was the most interesting, and
feat than In victory. Defeat Is more
THE LAST RACES FRIDAY.
After the meet had been opened by
VICTORY, DOPE IS HARD.
Tells Assembled 8tudents That There
Is Glory in Defeat
Sometimes.

best attended of any in the history of
Governor Stewart, things went right
the interscholastic.
The university
The men who are ualified to run in along in one-two-three order. Events With the weather at its best the first orchestra, under the direction of Pro
were pulled off In quick succession and
tomorrow’s finals are:
track
day
of
the
Interscholastic
turned
fessor Smith, rendered a musical pro
there was no delay anywhere. As for
50-yard dash (semi-finals)—Johnson, interest, seldom has there been a meet out to be one of the fastest ever. gram, and Miss Margery Maxwell, ’17,
Helena; Phelps, Butte; Mettlen, Mis which held the attention of the crowd Things were just right for the athletes contributed with a vocal solo.
soula; Bailey, Great Falls; De Vore, as the one yesterday; It was by far and all the time made was of near-rec- David Roberts of Missoula county,
Gallatin; Mayes, Anaconda; Luce, Gal the best first day that the Interscho ord caliber. One record, the high jump, has won first place twice in the past
latin; Murphy, Missoula; Silvey, Ste- lastic has ever had. Howard of Gal was broken, and If this weather last I two years, and it is the unanimous
opinion of his friends that he will
latin was easily the hero of the day.
vensvllle.
100-yard dash (finals)—Phelps, Butte; In winning the high jump he set a through tomorrow several others will bring down first honors again. His
May, Missoula; Murphy, 'Missoula; /tew «t>f^.-repyd of 5 feet 71-2 Inches, probably go. It is hard to pick a win ability to create an atmosphere and
Grant, Flathead; Watkins, Great Falls. beating the former mar* 0/ 3*-S of kii ner even affSr the i'irst <1*/ is through. l wonderful facial expression were well
220-yard dash (finals)—Murphy, Mis Inch. In the shot he was first and Gallatin leads now with 18 points and I displayed last nigbu
soula; Phelps, Butte; Grant, Flathead; in the discuss second. Phelps ran true with several men doped out to score Theodore Ramsey of Fergus county,
was an exceptional declalmer of the
to form and qualified In the finals of
Newman, Helena.
880-yard dash (finals)—Steel, Great the sprints. Murphy was also as good tomorrow they have a good chance at Mark Twain sort. His characteriza
Falls; Houston, Gallatin; Cooper, Hel as dope had him and tomorrow’s races the cup. On the other hand Missoula tion of the Italian guide and American
ena; Parmaleet Butte; Goucher, Bil will be close and fast In the semi is second with seven points and some doctor was the work of a professional
lings; Sticht .Missoula; Kemp, Mis final of the 2201dash Murphy nosed the of its best races are Friday. Great Luce, winner of the Dixon medal, de
colored boy of first place by a few
livered a fiery appeal for liberty, and
soula; Bridgeman, Great Falls.
Falls, treading on Missoula’s tall with showed his usual stage ability.
Pole vault (finals)—McAullffe, Butte; Inches, but as it was the fastest heat
Howard, Gallatin; Park, Gallatin; An in that race, Phelps may run tomorrow. six points claims to have the meet It was a coincidence that two con
cinched. They say that Watkins will testants from different sections of
The Meet.
derson, Missoula.
be their chief scorer on the morrow Montana selected the piece, "How the
120-yard hurdles (finals)—Denny, The meet in detail follows:
although several others will place. LaRue Stakes Were Lost,” and two
Missoula; Westlake, Gallatin; Howard,
Trials, 50-Yard Dash
Gallatin; Babbit, Victor; Covert, Bil First heat—Johnson, Helena, first; Butte, of course, has a fine chance *o others, "The New South." However,
Covert, Billings, second; Simpson forge ahead. Phelps, entered In all the decision of the judges will be an
lings; Fitzgerald, Gallatin.
of the finals in the dashes, is expected nounced tonight after the girls’ con
third. Time, :05 2-5.
220-low hurdles (semi-finals)—How Park,
Second heat—Phelps, Butte, first;
ard, Gallatin; Murphy, Missoula; O'Leary, Sweetgrass, second; Shirkey, to win at least 18 points, while Mc- test. Professor Whitlock, of the law
All Boys
Auliffe may place in two events. Bil school, presided last night
President Craighead briefly intro Cooper, Hamilton; Hay, Belt; Rowand, Billings, third. Time, : 05 2-5.
lings has hopes. In Covert they have
duced the speaker. ‘T am reminded,” Helena; Covert, Billings; Crutchfield, Third heat—Mettlen, Missoula, first; a man that will certainly pull down The program was as follows:
David Roberts, Missoula county,
Watkihs, Great Falls, second Stanton,
he said, “of a! saying of Solon’s. ‘You Glasgow; Warden, Great Falls.
some
points on Friday, how many Is champion declalmer, 1913.
Plains, third. Time, :05 2-6.
Greeks are always boys,’ he said. So
. Fourth heat—Bailey, Great Falls, uncertain. The other teams, while they Music—Orchestra.
it is with us. On an occasion like this
first; Gannon, Granite, second; Pitts, may forge towards the front, stand How the LaRue Stakes Were Lost
we Montanans are all boys, and with
Belgrade, third. Time, :05 4-5.
us today we have the biggest boy -of
Charles N. Hood, Frank Taylor, Havre.
Fifth heat—DeVore, Gallatin, first; very little chancfe of winning.
them all.’’
Confarr
Park, second; Hetzer, Flat- The chances for the individual are The New South—Henry W. Grady,
"I am here this week to address the
just as uncertain Howard, winner of Lewis Bouma, Teton county, 90.
head, third. Time, :06 4-5.
members of the G. A. R. and to take a
Sixth heat—Mayes, Anaconda, first; the shotput, high Jump, and second A Plea for Madame X—Bisson and
humble part in this meet,” said the
Rowand, Helena, second; Branger, in the discuss, has 13 points to his McConaughy, Alfred Baumgartner,
governor. "There is, I feel, something
Billings, third. Time, :06.
significant about this. On the one
credit already. He is also qualified to
hand are men who are about to retire Forbes Brings Out the Year Seventh heat—Luce, Gallatin, first; run in some of the races toworrow and Broadwater county, repeated one-half,
Caine, Harlowton, second; A. Phelps,
85.
from active life; men who have spent
Book Early Contary to IButte,
if he places in these his chances for Experience With European Guides—
third. Time, :05 4-5.
the allotted span of life. On the other
Eighth heat—Murphy, Missoula, highest honors are good. Then there is Mark Twain, Theodore L. Ramsey,
Custom.
hand are these young men who qre
first; Grant, Flathead, second; Sulli Phelps of Butte. If he comes back on
making today what might almost be
Fergus county, 96.
van, Butte, third. Time, :05 4-5.
called their first public appearance.
Friday and wins the dashes he may
Here on this field are the state’s fu The 1915 Sentinels were distributed Ninth heat—Silvey, Stevensville, pull down the individual. This is also Riot and Revolution—J. A. Blaisdell,
Llewellyn Luce, Gallatin county, 92.
ture leaders in science, business and to subscribers today by Editor Forbes first; Hubber, Belt, second; Purdy,
the case with Murphy of Missoula.
learning.
Jean Valgean—Victor Hugo, Frank
and Manager Conway. The new year Eureka, third. Time, :06.
Trials, 880-Yard Run.
God-Speedi
| M. Grant, Pony, 81.
book has elicited widespread praise.
“I am not here for the purpose of Every feature of it has made its ap First heat—Steel, Great Falls, first;
Vocal Solo—Miss Marjorie Maxwell.
Houston, Gallatin, and Smith, Park, tie
making any speech, because I know
HAMMER THROW.
I Mr. Dooley on the Grippe—John Sul
that you don’t want speeches. All peal, the novel cover, the original for second. Time, 2:13 3-5.
livan,
Flathead county, 88.
that I can say is that I wish you all drawings, the clever cartoons—all have Second heat—Cooper, Helena, first;
The hammer throw will take
How the LaRue Stakes Were Lost—
God-speed. I wish that all of you called forth a great amount of ad Parmalee, Butte, second; Johnson,
place at the University field at
might win, but I know that can’t be miration for the Juniors, who have Granite, third. Time, 2:12 3-5.
Charles N. Hood, Dennis J. Sullivan,
Third heat—Goucher, Billings, first;
and know, too, that there Is often
9:30 in the morning. This is done
Butte Central
more glory In defeat than In victory. given their best efforts toward the suc Sticht. Missoula, second; Anderson,
by the agreement of the coaches
The New South—Henry W. Grady,
Defeat Is more of a test of character, cess of the book. There is a variety Stevensville, third. Time, 2:13.
who feel that it will liven the
Warham Noble, Hamilton, 86.
more of a trial of the good which is of good material in this Sentinel, of Fourth heat—Kemp, Missoula, first;
meet
and
make
it
more
interest
Bridgeman,
Great
Falls,
second;
Webb,
Music—Orchestra.
in a man. That man is truly a man both a heavy and a light character.
ing, as the hammer throw is not
who can smile in the face of defeat. The serious part of the book has ac Sweet Grass, third. Time, 2:13.
The Man Without a Country—B. E.
Pol* Vault Trials
The world loves a good loser. It may
an exciting thing to watch. So
Hale, David Roberts, Missoula coun
applaud the winner, but its true re complished its aim, that is, to give The following men qualified for the! all contestants show on the field
ty, 100.
spect goes to the man who puts up a a reflection -of conditions at the Uni- finals in the pole vault, to be held toat 9:30.
Inaugural Address—Woodrow Wil
game fight against odds; who does
(Continued on Page 2)
J
(Continued on Page 7)
son, King Collins, Beaverhead county.
his best when victory Is impossible.”
of a test of character, more of a trial
of the good which is in a man than
Victory. That man is truly a man
who can smile in the face of defeat.
The world loves a good loser. .It may
applaud the winner, but Its true respect goes to the man who puts up a
game fight against odds; who does
his best when victory is Impossible.”
! With these words Governor Samuel
V. Stewart yesterday opened the Uni
versity of Montana’s Eleventh Inter
scholastic Games. The governor's
speech,, which was very brief, was de
livered from a small stand in front
of the main stands. Only a few of the
thousands massed in the bleachers
were able to hear the governor; in
fact, only part of the crowd knew
that the governor was speaking and
he was Interrupted frequently by
cheering from distant portions of the
stands.
Governor Stewart was not recog
nized when he first came on the field.
He stood beside the speakers’ stand
for several minutes before David
Roberts, the Missoula cheerleader, saw
him and started a cheer in which the
whole of the great crowd Joined.

SENTINELS OUT
ON TIME T 3

2

RESULT OF DAY’S
EVENTS AT MEET
(Continued From Page One.)
morrow: McAuliffe, Butte; Howard,
Gallatin; Park, Gallatin; A. Anderr
son, Missoula. Height, 9 feet, 6 inches.
Trials 100-Yard Dash

‘ First heat—Johnson, Helena, first;
McDonei, Granite, second; Popel,
Gallatin. Time, :10 2-5.’
Second heat —Mayes, Anaconda,
first; Jordan, Great Falls, second;
Schrumpf, Custer, third. Time, :11.
Third heat—G. Phelps, Butte, first:
Watkins, Great Falls, second; Morris,
Havre, third. Time, :10 2-5.
Fourth heat—Covert, Billings, first;
DeVore, Gallatin, second; Jaqueth,
Flathead, third. Time, :10 8-5.
Fifth heat—Grant, Flathead, first:
Luce, Gallatin, second; Newman, Hel
ena, third. Time, :10 3-5.
Sixth heat—Shirley, Billings, first;
Hetzer, Flathead, second; A. Phelps,
Butte, third. Time, :11.
Seventh heat—Bailey, Great Falls,
first; May, Missoula, second; Caine,
Harlowton, third. Time, :10 4-5.
Eighth heat —Murphy, Missoula,
first; O’Leary, Sweetgrass, second;
Dougherty, Plains, third.
Time.
:10 2-5.
Ninth heat—Confarr, Park, first:
Mettlen, Missoula, second; Baumgart
ner, Broadwater, third. Time, :10 4-5.
Trials, High Hurdles.

First heat—Denny, Missoula, first;
Westlake, Gallatin, second; Branger,
Billings, third. Time, :17 3-5.
Second heat—Howard, Gallatin, first;
Babbit, Victor, second; Berky, Great
Falls, third. Time, :17 4-5.
Third heat—Covert, B'illings, first;
Fitzgerald, Gallatin, second; McQuarrie, Missoula, third. Time, :17 1-5.'
Semi-Finals, 100-Yard Dash.

First heat—Phelps, Butte, first;
Watkins, Great Falls, second; DeVore,
Gallatin, third. Time, :10 2-5.
Second heat—May, Missoula, first;
Grant, Flathead, second; Bailey, Glreat
Falls, third. Time, ;10 3-5,
Third heat—Murphy, Missoula, first;
Covert, Billings, second; Mettlen, Mis
soula, third. Time, :10 2-5.
Heat for second men—Grant, Flat
head, first; Watkins, Great Fails, sec?
bnd; -Covert; Billings, third. Time,
:10 4-5.
Shotput, Finals.

. Howard, Gallatin, first; Puyear, Vic
tor, second; Fake, Great Falls, third.
Distance, 41 feet ,6 inches.
Trials, 220-Yard Pash.

'First heat—Phelps, Butte, first;
Murphy, Missoula, second; Mayes,
Anaconda, third. Time, :23.
, Second heat—Lansing, Missoula,
first; Hanson, Flathead, second; Smet,
Anconda, third,
,
Third heat—Johnson, Helena, first;
Luce, Gallatin, second; Hetzer, Flathead, third. Time, :23 4-5.
Fourth heat—Watkins, Great Falls,
first; Ottman, Fergus, second; McFarlin, Beaverhead, third. Time,
25: 4-5.
Fifth heat—Grant, Flathead, first;
Schrumpf, Custer, seeond; Cain, Har
lowton, third. Time, :24 2-5.
Sixth heat—Newman, Helena, first;
Bailey, Great Fails, second; Doty, Mis
soula, third. Time, :24.
Seventh heat—Confarr, Park, first;
McKenna, Anaconda, second; Buckley,
Butte,J;third. Time, :24 3-5.
Finals, Mile Run.-,

Bridgeman, Great Falls, first; Sticht,
Missoula, second; Parmelee, Butte,
third.., Time, :4;51. ....
Semi-finals, 220-Yard Dash.

First heat—Murphy, ‘Missoula, first;
Phelps,' • Butte, second; Southwick,
Hamilton, third;- Time,':23. 1
Second heat—Grant, Flathead, first;'
WatkinS; Great Falls,1second; Lansing,
Missoula, third. Time, :23 4-6. '
Third heat—Newman', Helena, first;
Corifart,' Park, second. Time, :23 2?5.
Discus Throw, Final.

DeVore, Gallatin, first; Howard, Gal?
latin, second; Dorsey, Missoula, third.
Distance,. 96 feet .9 inches.
High Jump, Finals.

Howard, Gallatin, first; Denrjey, Missoula, second; Stiles, Flathead, third.
Height, 5 feet 7 1-2 inches.
. .Trials, l-ow Hurdles,

First heat—Howard, Gallatin, first;
Murphy, Missoula, second; Mayes,
-Anaconda, third. Time, -38.
Seeond heat—Cooper, Hamilton, first;
Hay, Belt, second; Lansing, Missoula,
third. Time, :2S 3?6.
Third heat—Bowand, Helena, first,

the Freshmen and newcomers of' each
year. It is a "pep session” of the finest
kind and its appeal lo-every.student is j
so strong that they eadh»and every'Vnq
will carry the remembrance ,Of Jtwith|
them through their whole lives.
The custom of singing on the steps is
GALA CROWD AT MEET.
an old one, probably the oldest of all,
and
as the years go by, it becomes even
J. R. J.
stronger and more effective to Profes- |
The first day of the eleventh inter? sor Libley of California we owe o u p
scholastic meet dawned bright and thanks for instituting this custom.
warm but a little windy. However,, by Though the first idea was taken from
two o’clock the wind had steadied down California, yet our working out of }t
and when the starting gun was fired is original and so different that we
there was no Wind at all and a perfect may look upon our “Singing on the
day was presented by the weather Steps” as our very own tradition. This
man.
Under such ideal conditions is the custom.
of weather and track, records are Students and faculty gather on the
bound to go by the boards, when Fri steps of University Hall early in the
m
day rolls around, if the same condi evening to sing and yell under the di
tions prevail, and some of the records rection of the cheer leader. New songs,
that have stood for years will have old songs, college songs and popular
been succeeded by pew and better airs, all are given a try. It is a family
ones.
gathering and the atmosphere it creates
The crowd was one big family, but
most beautiful. Some times a few
separated into two factions only be is
H o t
a n d
C o ld
are spoken by one of pur ath
cause some desired to see certain ath words
letic
or by some student
letes win, while others were just as trustedcaptains
and respected by all. Simply
hearty In their support of other boys. and directly
they speak their thoughts.
The stands presented a wave of color.
cheer is raised for them and they
From the field it was hard to disting A
amply repaid for all the hard and
uish color from color, and the scene feel
was a gay one. Good rivalry was gruelling work they have put in for
their
Varsity.
manifested between the rooters, and |
while the yell of the Butte aggrega- This is kept up until the clock in the
At Moderate Prices at
tlon could be heard, it woulcl soon be | tower above begins to strike eight.
Then
no
matter
what
the
students
are
drowned by the boom from the Great I
Falls supporters, who in turn would be sihging or yelling, they all Stop and
out-yelled by the Missoula adherents. | stand with bared heads. Slowly the
The field and track were in perfect Iold- clock sounds the hour as the young
shape, and the meet of the intercolle- men and women stand earnest and
giates the day before only served to silent below. After the last stroke has
primp if into its best condition for died away, all begin softly to sing
Montana’s greatest interscholastic. A| “Old College Chums.”
slight dusf raised by at) occasional This is the time of year when ’’Sing
136 Higgins Avenue.
puff of wind was the only thing to mar ] ing on the Steps” is most treasured by
an otherwise perfect day, and every the students. As May draws to a close
person present could- easily leave at and many a co-ed realizes that her
the close of the meet knowing that full four years of college life are at an end,
return for money expended was re- those four years so full of joy and
THE
happy remembrances, she chokes a bit
pepyed.
Dentist
as she sings the -dear, old final song.
EXCELLENT m ana gem ent .
Room 46 Higgins Block
And many a Senior lad, too,' as the
last strains of "Old College Chums'* Phqne 1009
Missoula, Mont.
J. R. J.
dies away, feels-a catch in his throat.
Our Specialty is
Montana's greatest interscholastic Those earnest young ladies are tense
was opened today with preliminaries with the resolve that tthQjjgh,4J)eir eol-\
Fine
Hair Cutting
in the majority of eygnts., The s®eed lefeb daj^ are^ver, their years of fight?
Thomson & Marlenee
with which events were run off and ing for deal old Montana U are only
116 West Cedar
the efficient manner in which the meet just begun. The friendships made will
Corner Basement at Nonpareil
MIS80ULA
was handled was a source of comment never die and the four wonderful years Bell Phone 909
140 North Higgins Ave.
among the spectators. One look at of university life will be lived over
the number of athletes assembled to? and over again.
Missoula Hotel
gather was sufficient to cause ■wonder "Old college chums,
Jas. A. Walsh. Mgr.
ment as to how it was possible that Dear college chums,
8team Heat
Electrio Light
KODAK SUPPLIES
so many athletes- could be controlled The years may come,
Eleotrio Bells and Telephones in
and kept in order, without confusion. The years may go,
at
All Rooms.
But this was done and to Coach Mus-J But still my heart to memries cling
taine and those members of the com? To those college days of long ago.
Smith’s Drug Store
For Lunches and Homemittee who have worked with Coach]
Mustaine goes the honor and the cred-! Through youth, through prime,
Made Fastry see
it for the excellent management. To And when the days
QUICK LUNCH
day’s efficiency represents weeks of j Of harvest time to us shall come,
L in d s a y C o m m is s io n C o .
hard labor, and the results shown in Through all we’ll bear those memries
112 East Cedar
Wholesale Fruits, Produce
the speed' in which events were run
dear
and Cigars
off are satisfying the ending to prev Of those college days of long ago.
Wo are dispensers in all
ious labor.
Opposite Freight Depot
Misses’ Ready-to-Wear
Tom Robbins Of Butte, assisted ma- j
COMMENCEMENT.
Missoula,' Mont.' *
terially in the way in which he got I
Goods
the men to the starting mark, and one Soon the ringing of class hells will
THE LEADER
race was hardly finished before an- cease and the dignity of commence
Day Produce Company
' “Economists to the People."
other had'begun. DUd Richards-as]
Cigars and Fruits
clerk of the course, showed his prev- j ment will crown Our campus.
Nuts, Candies, Vegetables,
iouS experience in this capacity by the The mighty -seniors are already be
STEIN & MITCH
etc.
way in which he controlled affairs on ginning to feel the atmospheric pres
TAILORS
sure of these last days, in which they All work made by us is guaranteed for
the field today.
Oats and Hay
are
compelled
to
worry
and
speculate
Woody
Street,
Misso.ula, Mont
Montana’s greatest is now oh. May
Style and Fit,’First' Class Workman
next year’s meet, which is to be still as -to- the possibility of.being granted
ship.
greater, be as efficiently managed and and of possessing a degree. • From the Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block We sell Missoula REAL ESTATE
president of the class up'to the sarand write FIRE and othe"'classes of
conducted.
geant-at-arms, each member is dream
INSURANCE.
"SINGING ON THE STEPS."
ing dreams of a possible disappoint
W. H. SMEAD COMPANY
For Finest Meats
ment.
Phone 212.
Missoula, Mont.
The most beautiful and effective of I However, commencement week prom
Give us a trial
all our University traditions is that of | ises to be the best in the- history of 629 South Higgins Ave. Both phenes
“Singing on the Steps.” This is the j the University of Montana. Sunday,
For good shoe repairing, students
tradition which is remembered the May 31, there will -be delivered the
see us, The
Attention, Faculty!
longest by those who go*out from Mon baccalaureate sermon. On. Wednes
NEW METHOD
LET
tana’s halls never to return. This is day, June 3, will be held the class day
Shoe Repair Factory
the custom which while still under exercises. • The seniors have arranged
grades does more than any other one a splendid program this year and a Pettitt, Newlon and Gage Bell 370 Bik.
322 N. Higgins Ave.
thing to pull everyone together from I very pleasant hour is anticipated. |
WRITE YOUR INSURANCE
the president and faculty o n down, Thursday, June 4, is to be the big dayWe Make a Specialty of
pulls them together into the true Uni Dr. Craighead has secured one °f Bureau of Printing for work that
Picture Fraiping
versity SPhrit of gettqgether. Its real .America’s greatest orators to instruct satisfies, gains recognition and an atpurpose is to furnish an outlet for the the dignified fourth year people in the | tsactiveness that predominates
storedup enthusiasm of pur loyal “Var- paths of wisdom. Without question,]
sityites,” who need to let off sfeam and this will be the greatest commence- j Remember the advertisers in this pa
Higgins Block.
per.
to instill the true. Montana spirit into pient ever.
Covert, Billings, second; C. Anderson,
Missoula, third, Time, :28.
Fourth heat—Crutchfield, Glasgow,
first; Warden, Great Falls, second; An
derson, Anaconda, third. Time, :28 3-5.

Ward's Studio

Students9 Headquarters
for Photos

LUNCHES

THE NONPAREIL
CONFECTIONERY

Dr. R. H. Nelson
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Metropole

HAMBURG SIGNS

J

Riverside Market

McKay Studio
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U N IV E R S IT Y S O C IE T Y
GRACE MATHEW80N.

The Kaimin Staff enjoyed a
theater party last night and an
automobile ride this morning.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

F IN E STATIONERY
When writing letters nice stationery is an important factor—it often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atractive sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

M IS S O U L A D R U G C O M P A N Y
HAMMOND BLOCK

G IR LS
and respect of her students. She has
been ably assisted by Miss Brewer.
The course, which began at the first
of the year, has covered all the food
When a friend told Daniel Webster, Furthermore, all our previous law I principles and representative foods.
that the legal profession was over students are making good in the prac The class work included a study of
crowded, he replied, "There are two tice of law. They are Qualified in food values and the methods of proper
every way to handle the business that preparation of the different foods, the
many lawyers at the bottom and not is brought to them, and in several in cooking of which was carried out in
enough at the top." Realizing that stances it is being brought pretty fast. the home economics laboratory. The
this statement of Webster’s Is only too Last winter one of our students passed | work has included canning of fruits
true, the University of Montana has the state bar examination with a bet and the preparation of eggs, milk,
established a law school with the main ter grade than graduates of Syracuse cheese, beverages, cereals, meats, soups,
purpose of fitting its students to oc and Harvard, although he had had but vegetables, bread, salads, candy, cakes,
desserts and frozen mixtures. In or
cupy a place in the forefront of the two years at Montana.
legal profession. It does not take a One of the best features of the law der to give a better understanding of
wise man to see that our civilization school is the practice court work. Our the cuts of meat, a demonstration was
is changing. Those who are up to the system was inaugurated by Dean Bal given in one of the local meat markets
times can easily foresee, from the nat lantlne and was, at first, viewed with during which the cuts of beef, mutton
ural trend of events, that the great apprehension, because of its novelty. and pork were shown and explained.
property of our country is soon to The system provides actual moot court The grand climax of the year is the
change hands; that a general shake-up vork during the entire three years. serving of meals, when the girls are
can be the only result of this present This gives the student an opportunity given a certain amount of money with
period of uncertainty and unrest. The to get acquainted with the actual work which to plan and serve a well-bal
only way in which this property may ings of the trial court, thereby ans anced, palatable and economical meal.
be changed is by laws. The only way wering the very pertinent objection The girls in each section of the class
in which a calamity may be averted is i that law schools are "theoretical but are divided into two groups which
by enforcible and intelligent laws. not practical.” Time has certainly serve each other, each group striving
Such times as these demand great law- i vindicated our practice court system. to outdo the other in daintiness and
yers; men who are wise, and courag It has become the boast of the law attractiveness of menu and correctness
eous, and incorruptible; men who can school that its graduates will feel per of service. The cosy little dining room
make the needed laws, and men who fectly at home when they have their with its appropriate furnishings makes
can carry them into execution.
first cases in the district courts. This this a pleasant task. As these meals
With all these things in view the system of practice courts gives Mon are prepared, the food is weighed and
Law School of the University of Mon tana a decided advantage over other the fuel value it furnishes the body is
tana has been opened to the youths of law schools of this country. Many calculated.
Montana. Located in our own state, eastern colleges make no attempt at The home economics laboratory is
within easy reach of all; favored with practice work. Others, such as Mich well and conveniently equipped with
an excellent climate; surrounded by igan, have practice courts during the water, gas fixtures, cupboards, pantry
wonderful scenery; provided with com senior year, but there, the students and a desk for each girl. Each desk is
fortable quarters, a fine library, the are so numerous that an individual equipped with every thing—even an
best instructors obtainable, a course of student may not get to handle more oven—to make the work pleasant and
study equal to that of Harvard or Tale, than one or two cases during his en profitable. The efficiency of the de
the Montana law school is certainly I tire course. The two departments of partment was well tested on Charter
an ideal place for the Montana boy to the district court in Missoula, which Day when the laboratory was thrown
study law.
are in session practically all the time, open to the many visitors who were
Considering the remarkable history give students an opportunity to wit served in the dining room to tea and
"rocks,” and who watched the girls
of this Institution, Montana can easily ness actual court work.
boast that it has the best law school This school is Just large enough to make bread and rocks in the laboratory.
in the west Although it is only three insure real college life.
It is Just In conjunction with this course^ the
years old, it has been a first class small enough to give one individual at chemistry courses that are offered give
school from the start. The professors tention from the instructors, and to a better understanding of the work
who opened it three years ago cannot secure to one the genuine friendship and the necessary scientific founda
be excelled. Clayberg, then commis of the othe** students. The climate tion to those who wish to make home
sioner of the state supreme court, has is fine, the town is fine, the school economics their specialty. 'The courses
been lecturing for years at the Uni-1 is fine, the faculty is splendid, and range from beginning chemistry up to
analytical, organic, physiological and
verslty of Michigan; Ballantlne, who is we all go by our first names.
now a professor at the University of
IVAN MERRICK. food chemistry, in which different
Wisconsin, and Whitlock who is now,
foods are tested and analyzed.
perhaps the leading lawyer of this city, THE YEAR IN HOME ECONOMICS. No school in the country offers a
are the men who organized and com
better course in home economics than
menced the law school. With such The year’s work in the studying and the University of Montana. No school
men as these, it was not a hard matter I
could have a better instructor than
to obtain funds and equipment, and to cooking of foods has been most profit Miss Edmonds; nor a more thorough,
establish standard work. The school able and successful This new depart enjoyable, and practicable course than
has advanced so rapidly that we now ment has established itself as one of this one offers. This department of
have eight men in the faculty Instead j the most important departments in your University needs the girls of Mon
of three. We have eighty students as the curriculum for university women, tana; and the girls, whatever life work
compared with a dozen or so who were and the products of this department they have chosen, need this department.
here during the first year of the have been very popular with university
school’s existence. As showing their men. The success of this course is Oregon—Dean Collins of the Univer
confidence in the law school, the fac due altogether to the conscientious and sity of Oregon, has written the play
ulty has declined to change the re efficient management and instruction entitled “Prof and Soph,” which is soon
quirements for graduation, even to the of Miss Mary Edmonds, who estab to be presented by the students. The
first graduating class. This act alone I lished and equipped the department setting of the play is laid in Ore
shows that they have abiding faith in this year. Her work, together with gon.
the law school, and they will do all | her patience, perseverance, and per
that they can to keep it stable.
sonal interest, has won for her the love The University is yours and ours.
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Let us make you a suit,
skirt, coat or dress to your
order.

Best Law School in the West

$15.00 Patterns
$11.00 Models
$16.50 to $29.00

Scotch Woolen
Mills
Red Front.
109 East Main.

_______________

E L E C T R IC
C O O K IN G
The Clean Way

QUALITY COUNTS

That’s why you will always
find the expert in any line
using equipment that possesses
QUALITY.
In sport the same thing holds
good. The fellow who has made
a record and a name for himself
invariably recognizes the neces
sity of being properly equipped.

SPALDING QUALITY IS
WORLD FAMOUS

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
711 2nd Ave.

V

8eattle, Wash.

J

For Up to the Minute
CLOTHING, HATS,
CAPS AND
FURNISHINGS
SEE
L I N

K

’S

125 Higgins Ave

S T A N D IS H M ®

MISSOULA
LIGHT AND WATER
COMPANY
You Can’t Beat The

SHINES
—at the—
Missoula Shoe Shining
Parlor
317 Higgins Ave.
Chairs for Ladies

Royal Bakery
Home Made Bread,
Cakes, Pies, Rolls,
Cookies and Doughnuts
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
Bell 415. 531 8o. Higgins. Ind. 1687

FOR QUALITY CALL

Florence Steam
Laundry
PHONE 48
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Hotel Shapard
H. L. Shapard, Prop.

European
Private Baths
Steam Heat
Hot and Cold Water
Cafe and Bar Missoula

m t W te k lj? X ta tm in

Late News From Other
Colleges

Pronounced “Ki-meen.” This is a word taken from the language of the Stanford—A beautiful hammered sil
ver cup, known as the Lathrop trophy,
Selish tribe and means writing, or something in black and white.
is to be given to the freshmen rowing
Published on Thursday of every week by the Associated Students of the crew of Stanford, California, or Wash
University of Montana.
ington, whoi wins it for three successive
years. The cup is decorated with the
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
colors of the three- universities.

OFFICIAL
PAPER r { * B

FI

Washington—In the May Fete given
by the students of the University of
Washington, 900 girls were dressed in
costumes representing {3-reek characters
of myth. In the spring pantomime the
dancers wore original flower dresses
suggesting the character of the play.
Five thousand garlands of flowers were
manufactured for decorating the poles.
Much contention seems to have arisen
among Washington university students
6Ver some of the modern dances. The
committee in charge of the junior
promenade have absolutely put the ban
on all the dances of questionable char
acter. Moreover, taxicabs and flowers
have been forbidden, and a rigid watch
is to be kept over the whole affair.

0F THE
A. S. U. M.

__
Entered as second class mail matter at Missoula. Montana, under Act of
Congress of March 3, 1879.
The Staff.

Editor-In-Chief .................... _______ ............... . ........... Merle Kettleweli
Managing Editor ..................................
Percy N. Stone
Society Editor ............................. .............................. Grace Mathewson
Sporting Editor .....:..... .............. .............. ........................ Harold Lansing
Reporters.

W. Long, E. Stephenson, R. Jacobson, H. Hawk, J. Frye, M. Lyden, P.
Templeton.
Business Manager ........................... . ........ ..... :............. —..... A. A. Clapper Willamette—After six minutes of
Assistant Business Manager ................. ............. ... .................. J. J. Ector pulling in a tug of war across a mill
ypirculation Manager ..........____________....____________ Bruce Hopper pond, without gain by either side, the
freshmen-sophomore teams were halted
THURSDAY, MAY 14, 1914.
by the judges, and a tie was declared.
The Chemawa Indian school out tal
lied Willamette in a track meet last
A GENIAL OPTIMISM.
Saturday, by a score of 62-58.

We are feeling even better today than yesterday, for Chicago—“The Student Superior,” |
has been presented by the students,
there are more of you here. Every added delegation with and
will be repeated at least three
its yards of school colors and its abundance of high school times. The plot presents the case
of
a
who finding conditions i
ginger adds to the perfectness of the occasion and to our | at hisstudent,
college very distasteful, tries to
enjoyment of it.
reform everyone, after failing to do
which he himself decides to become a
“Student Superior.”
In a fast game of baseball with Ohio
University, Chicago was defeated by
a score of 6-1. Cook, Ohio’s star spitball pitcher, is given credit for the vic
tory.

Moreover, the gods seem to have resumed their old
habit of smiling upon us for track week. When the Inter
scholastic events were young, a cloudy day was unknown
to Missoula while its visitors were inside the gates. During
the last two meets, however, our gently dispositions have
been sorely strained by such pleasapt experiences as wear
ing rubbers and rain coats ^11 day Thursday in rain, and
on Friday being forced to peer damply forth from under
the bleachers at the relay race while the clouds pourpd
down a week’s rain in ten minutes.
This year, however, we have had no difficulty in decid
ing whether we ought to start to the meet irf “spiked shoes
or mud hooks and whether we ought to carry umbrellas or
dustpans.”

North Dakota—Interscholastic meet
was held on Saturday, May 9, on
North Dakota’s field. The high schools
of North Dakota and Western Minne
sota were the competitors.
By a score of three to two, North
Dakota lost a chess tournament re
cently. The latter says that the best
men were not always matched togeth
er as competitors were chosen by lot.

r UNITED
CLOTHES

The Polleys Lumber
Company

SHOP

(City saw mill.)
Dry stove length, $4.50 per load
Kindling .............$3.75 per load
Office at the Mill. Phone 414.

314 Higgins Ave.
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Don’t think because
you paid $30 last Spring
for a suit that you’ve got
to do it now. Just come
here and see our New
Spring Line at $15 and
be convinced.
(K^XKXTX)

H e a d q u a r te r s
fo r S tu d e n ts

T h e

Missouri—One and a quarter million
bricks will be used in the construction
of,the new library building. The side
walls on the south end and several
cross walls are to be of brick. The
library will be four stories high. The i
north and south walls will be of stone.
The sophomores won the freshmensophomore debate last night by a two
to one decision of the judges. The
question was, “Resolved, that a Na
tional University Should be Establish
ed sit Washington, D. C.”—University
Missourian.
Denver^—Announcement was made |
following a committee meeting that an
effort would be made to raise $250,000
In this city in ten days for the Univer
sity of Denver. The amount must be
obtained in order to take advantage of
the conditional offer of $100,000 of the
general educational board of New
York.—Clarion.

Peers & White
314 Higgins Avenue

Owen Kelly
KEY WE8T AND DOME8TIC
CIGARS.
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettea
Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEET

CHOCOLATES.

J

“Meet Me at KsllyV

Florence Hotel Building

Palace H otel

For a Cup of

0<=>0

EXCELLENT CAFE

G

o o d

<fc=>0

Q

C

o ffe e

u ic k

a n d

L u n c h

Reasonable Prices

Go to

$1.00 AND UP

The Coffee Parlor

Co-eds fall for our

Blankbooks and Stationery

LISTER’S

I C E
C R E A M

Agent for
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER
Orders for Fine Engraving
Solicited
114 E. Mam St.
Missoula.

We carry a full stock
of Candy, University
Pennants and Pillow
Tops.

J.D. Rowland

SOUTH SIDE PHARMACY

114 East Main Street
Missoula,
Montana

MIDWAY
CAFE
319 N. Higgins.
For night orders, call phone
418 Blk.'

CLAUDE FE L TS

Whether you win or not, enjoy your Remember the advertisers in this pa
per.
self while you’re here.

M i n u t e Cafe
W. H. WHEELER, Proprietor

509-511 N. Higgins ACe.

A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

Pool and Billiards

Illinois—Members of the Daily Illinois

which college reporters should attain.
This reminds us of an editorial
The Kaimin not long ago printed an that appeared last year in the Kai
article concerning an association of min of October 17. It is somewhat
eastern college papers whose aim is of an inspiration to us and should be
staff of any college paper:
to raise the standard of college jour j tothe
“A college paper should be a live
nalism. The average college paper organ. If a college is a miniature
has been vastly improved in the last world then the college paper ought to
lew years; it is widening its outlook be a miniature newspaper—a minia
and may be justly called “An organ of ture newspaper with the highest ideals.
enlightenment.” It has never been - “It should be for the use and the
Seriously threatened by the “yellow” information of the student body in
which a few years ago seemed to the particular college which it serves.
permeate all newspapers, ft has nev- Most collegians want their paper to
er had the opportunity to enlarge its point out the things wrong in their
Circulation by popularizing crime, but student life.
has used, rather, as a means *o win 1‘“They want their paper to be public
favor, originality and genuine clever spirited—to smash every evil' that Is
ness. It has combined this with an Uncovered.
effort at fair-minded representation of “They 'want it to be impartial—to
the conditions of its college and has give every man a square deal.
Come to be, we repeat, an object “They want It to tell the truth and
Worthy of respect.
all the truth; they want it to be
- .The eastern association finds, how- fearless; they want it to fight in the
Ver, a certain lack of finish in jour open for what is right.
nalistic style, and other blemishes in “The college paper, which in every
the medium of circulating college issue administers the soothing syrup
mews which it hopes to eradicate. It and the watered milk—the one that
Intends to hold up new ideals for sacrifices its virility for its popularwhich each college editor should strive Iity, soon finds that it has neither vir
hnd new standards of excellence
ility nor popularity.”

Short Mill Wood
That is fair to Kaimin readers
is sold by

Moreover, Montana is again state champion in track, jstaff were presented wlth metal but , We have the handiest
Soda Fountain for
having won brilliantly from good competition offered by the tons at a smoker Sunday night in recother state colleges. Our team exceeded our expectations, ogmtionof theirservices onthe student
all University
smashed State records, and in every way made US bliss-' newspaper the past year. Presentation
Students
p i, _
, p .i
Was made by the Illinois Board.—Daily
fully proud of them._______________ minois
COLLEGE JOURNALISM.

The only
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Missoula, Montana

Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a specialty
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Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana
The U. of M. offers you all it has.

T h e P la c e W h e r e
We AH E at
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History of the Interscholastic
Eleven years ago—so fast does time i 440-yard dashes, and the broad Jump
move—the first high-school represent- ; finishing second in the 50 and 220atives to assemble for this meet gath- j yard dashes.
ered In Missoula and participated in ! The fourth annual interscholastic
the original program on Montanaj brought a new winner in Flathead: Meets your meat needs.
field. That was a lively meet—in county with 26 points. This year also ■
See our fine display of
some respects it was the best one of j marked the downfall of Joe Horn, ,
the decade-long series. There was j twice winner of the individual prize,
poultry
not so many participants and the by Denny of Flathead, who scored 24 j
crowd which watched was not so large 0f j,is school’s 26 points. He won the
as has been the case since. But it 50 and 220-yard dashes, also first in 1
was the introduction and the very | the hammer throw and finished sec- !
BOTH PHONES
novelty of it served to add to the zest j ond in 100-yard dash, the pole vault j
of the occasion.
jand the broad jump.
Bell 117
Ind. 431
12 Higgins Avenue
There are many Montanans, both of jn 1908 Missoula repeated her per- i
Missoula and out of this city, who sat 1 formance of the first year, winning the j 130-132 Higgins Avenue
in the grand stand that year, who meet by the largest score ever run up j
have not missed a meet since. The i before or since. Their total was 50% |
Interscholastic meet on Montana j p0|nta. This year also brought out
field has become a habit In the state, j the neatest individual athlete ever I
Each year It has called more people seen on Montana’s field. Brailey Gish |
to the university for a week In the , 0f Missoula won first in six events, \
spring. Each year It has served toj The 50( 100> 220 and 440 yard-dashes, {
make more people acquainted with the the shot put and the broad Jump. His j
NEW TANGO PUMPS institution.
j record in the broad jump still holds, j
SPRING HEEL PUMPS For those who have s.een the inter- In 1909 Butte came back and repeat- j
scholastic
meet
from
its
‘nfancy
in
her performance of 1905. making a j
BABY DOLL PUMPS 1904, through ten years of growth and ed
total of 37 p0ints. Bickford of Park i
COLONIAL PUMPS
prosperity, this year will mark the!county carried away the Individual;
realization of their wildest fancies. wlth the smallest total that had ever
Rubber Sole Sneaks
The athletic meet has made great j won the honor. He won second in j
GYMNASIUM SHOES
progress over the state. Many counties 440-yard dash, first in the broad Jump,
Spring 1914 Stock
have their own championships and j second in the high hurdles, and tied
other districts are coming to prepare for seCond in the pole vault, making j
their entries better. Ravalli county i a total of 13 points. Missoula was
interscholastic was held last week and barred for the years 1909 and 1910.
the week before a northern Montana Xhe following year, 1910, brought
meet was held in Great Falls. This i out a newchampion In Gallatin county, |
shows that this year’s meet will be a j who has held supreme sway to the
contest between carefully trained ath- j present meet. This year Gallatin
Pays 3 per cent Interest
letes and a contest to rival anything in ; 8COred a total of 27 points. This meet
the United States, excepting Stagg’s brought out a new Individual In "our
Stationer
on Savings Deposits.
interschoiastic * and Pennsylvania’s 0wn Jimmie Brown," of Granite
College. Fraternity and Sorority
preparatory school meet The state- j county, who won first in the 50 and
Pennants. Eaton, Crane & Pike
wide interest In athletics leads us to 1100-yard dashes, and the 220 low hur- I
stationery and all late books.
predict that in 1919 fully 400 athletes . dies His record, 26 4-5 seconds, in
will compete in the meet.
j the low hurdles, still holds good.
When the Interscholastic commit- | Gallatin repeated its victory in 1911,1
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK
tee decided to attend a track meet j when they scored 30 points. Ed j
many were skeptical as to the final Hauser, Anaconda’s second wonder,
results. The first year 77 athletes ac- i was the individual champion. He took j
cepted the hospitality of the univer- j fjrst piace in the 56, 100, 220 and 440They were fed at the dormitory j yard dashes.
Roses, Violets, Crysan- sity.
and housed in the gymnasium. The meet of 1912 was a replica of
themums, Carnations cut “Daddy" Aber was in charge of the j the preceding year. Gallatin won first
fresh every day at the entertainment and many times he was , with a total of 42 points and Hauser
at his wit’s end to quiet the gym- j 0f Anaconda was again the individual
MISSOULA
nasium while the athletes were sup- j champion, taking first in the same]
posed to be sleeping. There were no!events that he had the year before,
NURSERY CO.
debates and no oratorical contests. ; Last year’s meet Gallatin again won
“The Old Reliable'*
Those who were pioneers in the meet Jwith a total of 38 points. This year
Store. Montana Bldg., Bell 192
still tell of the good times they had, Ithe individual honors were divided. ]
Green House Bell 45
so the present day athletes are not jPhelps of Butte and Jolley of Gallatin I
as fortunate as they think.
j were the individual prize winners beIn 1910 the oljl system of housing j ing tied at 11 points. It will be noCAPITAL . $200,000
the visitors was abandoned. They; ticed from this meet that individual j
SURPLUS . . 50,000
were quartered in the hotels and ate j honors are becoming more keenly contheir meals down town. The meet i tested. The chance of any one ath- i
J . P . R e in h a rd
grew so fast that the committee had 1lete winning over 15 points Is ex104 W. Main 91
hard work making arrangements for j tremely difficult. Last year saw four! G. A. Wolf,
President
the visitors. Now they realize that j men separated by only one point. JolHardware
J.H.T.
Ryman,
Cashier
nearly 300 men and women are thejiey and Phelps tied for first place
Crockery
university’s guests and for two months jwith 11 points, Kress and Jones tied
have been busy preparing for their f0r second honors, with 10 points,
Paints
coming. The committee in charge: This year promises to be even
Harness
has had 11 years’ experience and edm- closer; many say that 13 points will
Studebaku*' Wagons plete plans providing for everybody win the individual prize. The meet
were made a month ago.
)s certain to be much faster and the
Now let us go a little bit into the , man who wins the individual must be
details of the meet from the first to aa extremely good athlete and be well
GEORGE MILLER,
the present time, the 11th. In 1904, j trained.
The Barber
the first year of the meet, Missoula ,
_______________
Under the First National won, with a total of 23 points. The
EDITING THE RAG.
Pool and Billiard Hall.
Individual
point
winner
of
this
year;
■’
Bank Building
Cigars, Cigarette, Tobacco and
was Piggott of Helena, who took first . Editing a newspaper is at ail times
Candy. Best billiard and pool
in the 50, 100 and 220-yard dashes a very nice thing. It is all bouquets,
and third in the shot put.
all flowers. If we publish jokes, they
tables in town.
Butte won the second meet with a say we are rattle-headed; if we don’t
WM. McBRIDE, Prop.
GENERAL ELECTRIC 8UPPLIE8
Construction and Repairs. Fixtures, total of 27 points. Missoula was a :we are fossils. If we print “plate” we
103 W. Front 8t.
Phone 1334 J
close second, with a total of 25 points, are lazy. If we don’t we are extravaBells, Batteries, Eto.
Both Phones
318 Higgins Ave. !Joe Horn of Anaconda was the dark gant. If we don't go to church we
horse of the meet, winning the indi- are heathens; if we do, we are hypoj vidual honors. He took firsts in the , crites. If we remain in the office, we
THE CORNER STORE
ISO, 220 and 440-yard dashes, seconc ishould be out looking for news; if we
We cater to University students.
:
in
the
100-yard
dash
and
the
broad
go
out,
we
are
not
attending,
to
busiM. F. Nesbit, Joe Sibert
!jump and third in the high jump foi ness. Now, what are we to do? Just ; See us for candles and school supplies.
Agents
;a total of 22 points.
as likely as not some one will say ; Across the street from the High School.
(Formerly Denton’s.)
In 1906 Anaconda won the meet; we stole this from another paper—
i with a total of 33 points. Joe Horn and we did.—The Daily Nebraskan.
If there is anything you would like
was again the Individual star, taking
----------------------Osteophathic Physician
j 21 of the 33 points his team was able ! When you return to your high schools to see ask some student to show it to
Rooms 118, 119, 120, 121
you.
2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg. j to gather. Horn this year won 100 ant you’ll wish you could have stayed here.

Picture Frames
Art Goods

Union Market

Simons Paint and
Paper House

Mapes & Mapes

The
First National
Bank

Missoula Trust
and Savings
Bank
Officer*

J. M. Keith . . . . President
s. J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
A. R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
R. C. Giddlngs. Asst. Cashier
CAPITAL............... 3200,000.00
SURPLUS.............. 50.000.00
Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

H. H. Bateman
and Company
DRU G S, BOOKS
AND STATIONERY

A. D. PRICE

The Western
Montana
National Bank

Hom e Plate

J. A. Cavander

Model Laundry Co

Dr. Asa Willard

837 N. Higgins Avenue
Bell 260 Red

Ind. 1666

Scandinavian
American
State Bank
MI880ULA, MONTANA

General Banking
Business Transacted.
3 per cent Paid on Sav
ings Deposits.

“How Is Your Coal Pile?”

The Perry Coal
Company
J. M. 8WANG0, Mgr.

110 E. Cedar

Phones 662

Peoples Shoe Repair Shop
106 South Third
Apprenticed mechanic, make- of boots
and shoes to order.
NO FACTORY WORK
Original and Guaranteed Work.
Us a Trial.
Pat Nolan, Proprietor.

Give

Remember the advertisers in this pa
per.

DID YOf) DO YOUR B E S T ?= = D ID YOU 1 N ? =
DID YOU L 0 $ E ? = D I D YOU DO YOUR B E S !? =

We Installed the New Lighting System in
the University Hall

M issoula Electric Supply Co.
121 North Higgins Avenue.

Sulphur Smoke
from Hell Gate
“Peg” Lansing.
Anaconda always makes the boast
of a dark horse since they developed
Horn and Hauser. They can’t have
a phenom every year, so they go along
peacefully and are satisfied with Joe
{Kelley.

That’s Me----- Vienna Cafe

Missoula, Montana

be commended for their spirit and theii
opportunity for making the team next
>ear is greatly enhanced.

MODERN POETS COURSE
OF LECTURES

It was no surprise when “Oy ’ Gatton won the high jump.
He is a MRS. REYNOLDS CONCLUDES AN
good, clean consistent athlete and the
INTERESTING SERIES OF
■i Great Falls, through their vociferous lovers of fair sport are always glad to
TALKS ON RHYM$TERS.
representative, J. Frank Gault, content see a good man win, no matter what
themselves with saying, “Watch Us.*’ branch of athletic endeavor he at
The course in modern poets, given
At that they have some men of known tempts. We’re for you “Cy»"
by Mrs. George F. Reynolds, under the
merit in Watkins, Bridgeman and
Gillette.
Remember that no matter how good auspices of the Missoula Woman’s
the dope looks, it is seldom that it is club, was concluded last Monday
right.
So take this with a grain of evening with a lecture on "Alfred
■ When the pole vault is decided,
Missoula will have gathered a few salt and remember also "we are only
Noyes” and readings from his great
ipoints to her score. This is a real poor, weak mortals after all.”
epic, “Drake.” Dr. Reynolds gave this
•prediction and we stand convicted if
‘it fails to materialize. Also watch for Captain Taylor, of the Varsity came number and by means of keen analysis
-Missoula’s dark horse.
back with a vengeance and defeated and sympathetic reading he made, his
Schumaker in the mile. Nlrk has hearers feel something of the power
The Helena boys are not very con bi.en running in hard luck most of the of the poet—the only living poet who
fident this year. They will probably j-vai, and yesterday’s win was a pleas supports himself by his poverty and
who has seven volumes of verse pub
take a few points despite the lack of ant surprise.
lished although not more than 30 years
j confidence. Newman is a good man
It sure upset the dope when Mon old.
-.and his chances ace good.
tana took three places in the quarter. This lecture course has been a rev
elation to many persons in Missoula.
; Butte seems to have a good chance Higgins came back with a vengeance It
has surprised the originators of the
.to clean up the meet. With McAuliffe and his membership has been canceled course, in that the attendance has been
land Phelps to lead and any sort of in the high and mighty order of ossi
so
large and constant.
rbacking they can probably run . up a fied athletes. Everyone who knows The
first number was a study of
•score of 30 points. Thirty points will "Hig” was glad when he came in ahead “The
Piper,” a play written by Mrs.
‘•win the meet this year. (Another cast .of the field, because there was never Peabody
Mapes. Dr. Reynolds gave
a more consistent trainer and a man
"iron prophesy.)
this number, making the point that
more deserving of victory.
the author is an American woman and
; Jimmie Brown said yesterday before
that "The Piper” is one of the few re
{the- meet, ‘Well, if I can’t beat Morri- : “Hop” Prescott also upset the dope cent poetic plays that has actually
•son or Cook, I sure can beat these yesterday when he took “Pat” Sheedy succeeded.
Aggies.” Confidence is 70 per cent of into camp. Pat Vaulted for us last The second number was given by
victory, and Jim’s average was well year and had confided to a few of his Mrs. Reynolds, a study of the negro
above passing before the first race.- friends that he hated to do It. What poet, Paul Lawrence Dunbar. The
ever he meant “by do,” he was sadly
disappointed if he thought he could third number was a study of W. W.
|> Now for a little of the G. O.'D. on win the pole vault. Prescott has an Gibson and his little plays of workers,
the high school athletes. In the words advantage over most vaulters because "The Night Shift,” “The Furnace,”
.of “Swede” Stone, sport writer of the of a personal characteristic that he “The Holiday.” These songs of toil
Missoulian. “A prophet would stand possesses. When the band starts to are rather sad and touch every heart.
{more chance of choosing rightly if he play Hop says that he feels like a Still, because of their genuine human
‘hailed the St Louis Browns as wln- bird. We will sure have a band at ity, they win approval. The evening
-ners of the American League title.”
with Gibson was counted posslby the
the next meet.
most highly appreciated of the whole!
Branger of the Billings team, gave
course given by Mrs. Reynolds.
ATHLETICS.
“us a little help yesterday. He says
Rudyard Kipling was the poet dis
-Covert is going to take two firsts. ; The old skepticism •concerning ath cussed in the fourth reading and lec
First in the shot put and first in the letics and their benefits to the younger ture. It is notable that more people
-high hurdles. At that, we will give generation is slowly giving place to a attended that evening than any other
.him first in the shot if he can put it recognition ot their value. The educa time though Kipling is doubtless better
42 feet, as his team mate says he tional psychologists have lately told us kown as a writer than most of the
can.
that the development of' mind and others presented. The supposition is
body are parallel. We are old-fash that people came to hear their favorite
Speaking about weight men, remem ioned enough to believe that there are Kipling poems read.
ber we said keep your eye peeled for a students who are not athletes. But at The fifth reading concerned itself
Stevensville man in the finals. Some any rate this seems to be the conclu with “The Dynasts” by Hardy. It is
one revived life in Stevensville long sion of modern spience—“The more a play of the Napoleonic period, strik
enough to trot out a regular honest-to- athletics indulged in, the better mus ing for its greatness of conception, its
goodness hammer thrower. They are cles, better brains, and better students marvelous descriptions and stage set •
not all dead in Stevensville. By the there are."
ting. The play has 180 scenes. On
way, Moscow, Idaho, the situation of Just here hinges the question of the the sixth evening Mrs. Reynolds read
Idaho University, is a dead town com benefit of athletics to high school and the little play, “The Post Office” by
pared to Stevensville. Don’t you feel college men.. The greater interest and the Hindu poet, Tagore, he who took
sorry for U. of I. students.
wider participation in athletics which the Nobel prize of $40,000 in 1913. A
is manifesting itself all over the United most charming picture of a child is
Ed Craighead was fully deserving of States—our own interscholastic meet is drawn In the little play. The seventh
individual honors yesterday, if training a prime example—seems to go hand in evening was enriched by a study of
cqunts for anything.
Every night hand with a better scholarship, a better John Masefield with readings of some
l4The Midget” has been out tossing the utilization of brain power, in other of his shorter poems and one long se
weights. If he had another year of words, “more head work."
lection from "The Story of a Round
competition we predict he would set This then is the practical result of House.” It is a sea poem containing
several records that would last more athletics for students. Here, too, is one of the most striging descriptions
than a year or two.
their social significance. Better stu of the sea known to literature. The
We were sorry about one thing yes dents undoubtedly means better citi eighth number was the study of Al
terday and that was about the entries zens, better workers, better profession fred Noyes last Monday evening.
To our certain knowledge we know of al and better scientific men to drift
no triangular meets where the entries out from educational centers and help THE PSYCHOLOGY OF A SMILE.
are limited. That is as to the number mould the world’s economics. Men
of men entered in the meet Three have done this before without athletics How often have a man’s perpetual
men in each event is the only limita but the thinking men of the present smile and his obliging air forced his
tion put on entries. It was immaterial realize that brains are only half of a recall—to come back to his old job!
to the final outcome of events, but
well-balanced man. He must be physi Congeniality is one big asset in reach
men who had been training hard all cally fit and to be so he must (pardon of everyone. In many people cultiva
year should have been rewarded by a our dogmatism) at some time or other tion is necessary but the result Is
chance to enter the meet. Next year have stood the physical tests imposed worth the effort. Congeniality brings
we hope that every man will be enter by a wholesome indulgence in those friends. It puts money in your pocketed who has shown good Intentions and sports and competitions which are fast book. It opens up a world of pleasure
good consistent training. The men becoming a prime factor in all secon you never dreamed of. And it’s all in
who have worked hard all year are to dary and higher Institutions of learning. the psychology of a smile.—Ex.
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Pacific
Hotel

PIGG’S
Chili and Tamale
Parlor
“Best in the West”

316 N. Higgins Ave.

Chas. A. Schrage, Prop.
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Newly Furnished
Private Baths and Telephones
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Cor. Railroad and Higgins Ave.

Ellsberry’s
Coffee Store
316% N. Higgins Ave.

COFFEE ROASTED
DAILY
Teas. Direct Importation Spices,
Quaranteed Quality
. “All Goods Qualify for Price”

-THE-

SMOKE
HOUSE
CIGARS, TOBACCOS
PIPES AND CANDIES

ON THE WAY TO THE
POSTOFFICE

WHEN YOU ARE HUNGRY
GO TO

Kreuger’s
The only lunch room on
4he south side
We take orders for any
thing home cooked.
511 S. Higgins

Phone 446 Blk.

Montana
Market
Fine Supply of Meat,
Fish and Poultry
Phone 331

509 So. Higgins.

W orden’s
Grocery

“EMPRESS”
COFFEE

OURSATURDAY
SPECIALS

Ask Your Grocer

(Steel Cut)

Stone-Ordean-Wells Co., Dls.
The University is yours and ours.
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HAWTHORNITES
BANQUET

DON’T GO HOME
till y o u

h a v e

in s p e c te d

a ll w o o l s u itin g s

o u r lin e o f 1 5 0 0

m a d e

to

y o u r o r d e r

No
More
Than $20

$ 1 5

109 East Main The Red Front
Mill to you
120 Stores
. J

STOP AT THE

BITTER ROOT INN
Located in the Bitter Root
Valley. Table d’ Hote Lunch
eon and Dinners. Good Service.

Reasonable Prices

When in the City Make the
WHITE LUNCH
Y o u r

P la c e

to

E a t

A New Place
A Clean Place
Cafeteria Service
Motto, Cleanliness and Quick Service
310 Higgins Avenue

Gallatin .. — - ........... __18
Missoula .............................. __ 7
Great Falls__ ...
___ .... 6
Victor_____________ ___ __ 3
^utte __________ ____ __ __ 1
Flathead .............. ...............

DeMers Electric
Company
306 Higgins Aye Phone 147 Bell
We Sell “The Mazda” Lamps

Are demonstrating all this
week the Famous Triangle Elec
tric Toaster.

j The first annual banquet of the
{Hawthorne Literary society occurred
SENTINEL IS OUT.
|at the Palace hotel Saturday evening.
BROILS, FRYS, BOILS, TOASTS
-(Continued from Page Ope.)
The event was characterized by spir{it and enthusiasm from ' the first - re
Toasts two slices of bread at
marks by the toastmaster to the versity, as they actually are The
one' time. Heats instantly. Easily
!parting song, “College Chums." The spirit of the college has been faithfully
changed. Nlckle plated. Will
i"whoops" of loyalty to the organlza- carried into print ■by the editors.
last for years. An attractive
jtion and love for the university echoed The “froth and slam” department is
necessity for your
{among the warriors seated at the
|feast of victory. By this pow-wow really amusing—a bit cruel at times,
.Hawthorne has demonstrated her abil- but no one takes that seriously any
Dining: Table
Hty to make things go, as well as her way.
determination to attain the' highest The photograph cuts are good this
When shopping call in that we
]rank among university organizations. year and are of attractive subjects. In
may demonstrate the simplicity
The success of the affair was largely
and cheapness. Consumes less
due to theefforts of Cora Harmon, fact, one of these, "The Campus, Yes
current than an electric iron and
Gussie Gilliland and the toastmaster, terday, Today, and Tomorrow,” Is of I as simple to operate.
Gordon Watkins, Professor and Mrs. infinite value, since the campus “yes
Phillips were the guests of honor.
terday” is represented by a beautiful
“The Pow Wow.”
sketch done by E. S. Paxson, the art
Reap Big Ch'ef ..... Gordon Watkins ist, and presented to the Junior year {
iQur Guiding Spirit ...... Charles Bauer book by him.
The Happy Hunting Grounds ..... .
J ______ ______ ____ __ Pearl Clax The whole book has been artistically
Echoes From the War Path......... conceived and its ideas are all well
! ....................... Payne Templeton executed. Mr. Forbes and Mr. Con
{Life in a Tepee ............. Mae Pope way. with their assistant editors, have I
; The Medicir.e Man, Bernice Selfridge
put months of conscientious labor upon
BUTCHERS AND PARSERS
|Blazing New Trails ......................
I '.......a,.........;............... Florence Lemmon ithe annual. Were the result less ex
JOBBERS IN OYSTERS.
ISackajawea Afraid .... Marion Duncan cellent, their efforts would still be
iRed Wing Story ....... Cora Harmon praiseworthy.
jThe Coming of |l}e Wittes ............
MISSOULA, MONTANA.
|
........................ Frances Garrigus j
IThe Pipe of Peace ......... Vera Pride; Nowhere can you find a happier
crew
than
the
students
at
this
uni
IThe Great Spirit ......... Helen Rrnith
[Our War Song ........... Jessie Lease versity.
IWhite Man’s Views of the Tribe....
...... ........................ .
Dr. Phillfps |
VISITORS FOR TRACK.
; In addition to those in the “Pow \
[Wow," the fgllcr\ying members re
sponded with toasts. Eunice Dennis, The official visitors for track who
jGussie Gill:land, Marie Siedentppfy, j are staying at Craig Ha|l and at private
Matinee Daily, 2 to 5 P. M.
Irene Shope, Mrs. Phillips, Irma Wil residences include: Miss Alice Jordan
son, Leila Logan, Anna Foley, Gladys ap4 Mrs. J- A. Jordan of Anaconda,
Lewis p.nd Hazel Swearingen.
PRESENTING
I Misses Elsie Kremer and Mabel Brown
Our War Song.
(With applogies to £jf. W- Longfeljow.) of Bejgrade, Misses Camille Polqtnik
and Abby Anderson of Belt, M|ss Doro
(Toast at Hawthorne Banquet.)
Thomas W. Ross
Should you ask me whence! this story, thy PowelJ of Billings, Miss Elizabeth
Wbepce |his legend, this tf$<|itipnt
Who created the original role of
Beyer and Mrs. O. S. Baldwin of
With the odors of the forest,
Checkers In
With the curling smoke of wigwams, Bridger, Misses Fredericks Hawkes
I sfiould answer, I should tell you, and Rypp of Rutte, Misses Ruth Rine
!
and
Ada
Kerner
pf
Columbus,
Miss
From a place In Patte canyon,
jGreen in summer, white in winter, j Bern|ce Chapman and Mrs. Bradley of
Ye who love the haunts of nature, j{Eureka, Misses Bertha Bretzxa and
Assisted by a great cast of
ILove the shadows of the forp^t,
[ Doherty of Glasgow, Misses May Rlach
Broadway favorites, In this won
Listen to this song sung
derful drama of heart interest
In |hp shadow of t|ie pine trees. !and Stella Bpsworth of Great •Falls,
Misses Geraldine Colvin and Jessie
and stirring situations.
’Mid the mountains of Montana
Poindexter of Harlowton, Miss Lena
{’Neath |he shade of towering Sep-1 Dorsey pnd Mrs. Wilson of Helena,
EMPRES3 PIPE ORGAN AND
tinel,
Misses
Dorothy Youpg and Romie LunCONCERT ORCHE8TRA
On the green grass of the campus, |
deen
of
Laurel,
Misses
Lucile
Mc
jHawthorne’s “Prexy” standing upright I
Adults, 16c
Children, 10c.
Cracken and Alma Lequin of Lewis.Called the different ones together
{Who towards Hawthorne showed town, Misses Gertrude McCarthy and
some spirit.
Elizabeth Reynolds of Miles City, Miss
;From the ‘‘Dorm’’ and o’er the campus Ada Baker of Plains, Miss Mae Durfee
[Came the warriors, the Hawthornians, and Mrs. M. E. Doe of Philipsburg, {
{Came the Freshies and the Juniors, Miss Hazel Baird ot Stevensville, j
{Came the Seniors and the Sopho Misses Ardis Perrlne and Lamb of
mores.
Sweet Grass, Misses Gladys Wassen I
rAlTassembled, went "in tojo”
and Alta-Van Dyke of Victor. •
To the place far up the canyon,
{With their sandwiches and their cofRemember the advertisers in this pa- j
[ - • fee.
iThere the great and >mighty war per.
chiefs
Jniversity Students ^ind
•Built a huge and Soaring camp fire,
JOLLY-UP NI.GHT.
•An<)all. the':warriors sat down ’round
Us the Most Efficient
It,
Some of the University students hale
Listening as their niighty mleader
Cleaners
and Pressed in
[Spoke to them in twelcorfie Accents: planned a .little excitement' Jolly-pp
night.' They •refuse to let •the vulgar
the
City.
0, ••my., children! Mr dear children,
:Listen to. my words of good cheer. I public in on. their fun until Friday
evening,
but
they
promise
that
the
act
We will soon 'agairi assemble
In our blankets ana out; warpaint; .will be good-. ?t will be pulled, between
the awarding-of medals and the final:
{At 'the 'Palace w© spall gather,
We Call For [and Deliver' All Our
{There we’ll have a ihearty 'feasting. dance. ’Get ' ready 'for It and the place;
‘Work
[There we’ll drink pur .health’s to is the campus.’ Watch for it.
gether, ’
Therp we’Il meet for the last party 1
iCalled together in RUs school year, jBroke the group of happy warriors,
[Yes, perhaps, ’twill be the last time ;And departed each .one homeward.
Phone S00 Red 506 S. Higgins
Here we are now to fulfill, '
{When together we’ll assemble
Thus the legend of this gathering,
In our [mighty, convocation.
To begin another custom
;For-- beforp another ; moon wanes,
INorth and south we’ll all be scattered. In the annals of our journal.
Here’s to Hawthorne—may she pros
{Therefore, let us all make ready,
per
Deck ourselves in all our brightest,
As the blossoms on the hedges.
{Drink the health of life together,
JESSIE LEASE, ’17.
Make the time ope that from hence
forth,
Will by gll warriors be remembered." | Misses Carrie Wharton T2 pf Rutte,
Edna Fox ’10 of Twin Bridges, Fqrrar {
From the warriors came the answer, Kennett ex-’15 of Helena, Frances
i"We’ll be there in all our glory;
Jeweler and Optician
Now, let’s sing our old “Montana." Jones ’08 of Anaconda, are in Missoula l
While the campfire coals still glim- : for Miss Maude McCullough’s ’12, wed- j
- • mered
. —. .
ding which takes place this-evening.- j
And tpp stars were spinjpg brightly, J ben spoken with “Spoony" the only {
MISSOULA, MONT.
Sang they of Montana's gloriefe.
When the song was quite completed,!
Whoever
wins,
we
congratulate
him.
j
And the echoes all had vanished.
<

MAKES— STOVE— FUDGE

Scotch W oolen Mills

Wm. Gebhart, Mgr.

Literary Society Holds Big
Feed and Pow-Wow.

THE SCORE.

Missoula, Montana

K oopm ann
& Wissbrod
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“CHECKERS”

G e t

A w ay
at the

____ __________ J

S ta r t!

THE BUTTE
CLEANERS

Half the battle of win
ning is summed upon
your;:
PERSONAL
APPEARANCE

T h e re

fo r a ll y o u r

r e a d y - t o - w e a r
c lo th e s ,

h a ts ,

cap s,

shoes,

co m e

C

a n d

e tc , s h o u ld

fro m

%XC7lc/tU&d
ALWAYS RELIABLE

E. H.

D E M IN G

have had a hand in their outfitting. That’s one reason why you should get into
the good-clothes frat. The clothes are here for you, there’s variety to pick from
and nowhere else can you get such honest to goodness values.
Select a stripe, a check; a rough Scotch tweed or Oxford gray or a blue serge
from our showings and you are assured of class and elegance.
For young men—and any man is young as long as he feels so—we recommend and feature FASHION Clothes.
They type youth and strength to the utmost degree. Not in a single item are they common or usual. Not { 7 * 0 / ^
in a single stitch are they mediocre. There’s no other'clothes like them, and among our showing is a suit
1
that will strike your fancy truly as a good clock strikes the hour. Choice of lot, regularly $22.50 and $25
^

Other Young. Men's Suits, dependable and stylish, as low in price as $12.50.
G r a d u a tio n

B lu e

S e r g e

S u its — S p e c ia ls

Every man should have a good blue serge suit—it fills the bill for dress wear on informal occasions and comes
in handy ever so often through the year. The following are made of extra fine fast color, all-wool serges, are stylish
in cut and are thoroughly well made:
Blue Serge Suits, Norfolk model, coat and (J*1 0 C7)
trousers only; extra value............. „..... ^

Blue Serge Suits, Norfolk and regular
modes; 3 pieces; extra value___ ______.....

$16.50

SCHOOL COLORS and colloge stripes in
UMMER Trousers for young men, latest style semi
H IGH
S
wide flowing-end four-in-hands — 50^. New
peg models, perfect fitting—in pure worsted blue
krinkled crepe scarves in solid colors—50^. Tango silk
serge at $4; in black-striped white serge or plain white
flannel at $5; Paragon extra quality serge trousers, $6.

four-in-hands, the latest novelties—75^.

for young men, in lively Scotchy
BALMACAANS
patterns, waterproofed; extra good values at

RAH HATS, trimmed with high school colors,
R AH
75^. Pure white felt hats, 75$. “Sno-white”

$16.50.

felt hats, the whitest hats made, $1. Hat bands in all
school and college colors, 25^ and 50^.

SHIRTS—sold by no other Missoula
M ANHATTAN
store—are the best known and known as the best

UNDERWEAR—Ribrite union suits in cotton
COOL
and light weight worsteds, $1 to $2; Vassar Swiss

shirts made. The new patterns, in madras and silk, win
favor on sight—$2 to $5.
White Russian cord negligee shirts, Hallmark make, the classy
shirts—$1.50.
Extra quality white plaited-bosom shirts—$1.50.

it!

ribbed union suits, $1.50 to $5. iB-V-D union suits,
$1 to $2; Manhattan madras union suits, $2.
IBRE SILK HOSE, in black and tan, 25c value, 6
F pairs for $1.25; silk-and-lisle hose in changeable
effects, 25^; pure silk hose, all colors—50^.

n tm ix it

